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1. Testing block should be clean and free of debris.
2. Pour the premixed salt solution from 0.760
Standards vial into the lower well of the testing block.
3. Take care to not get the salt solution into the upper
chamber of the well. Dry the upper chamber with air
hose/paper towel if any solution occurs.
4. Insert the VP-3 sensor into the upper chamber until
it seats on the shoulder of the lower well. The O-ring
should make a good seal.
5. Let the sensor equilibrate for 60 minutes.
6. Use a Data Logger or ProCheck to read the sensor.
The sensor should read between 0.76 ± 0.02 RH.
7. If the sensor fails the test, the sensor needs to be
returned to the manufacturer to be reconditioned.
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Questions? Contact us:
USA AquaLab Sales 509-332-2756
USA AquaLab Customer Support 509-332-5601
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